Accessibility Amenities in Museum of Natural History & Science
Museum of Natural History & Science: Entry

- Noise-reducing headphones and fidgets at all ticketing kiosks
Museum of Natural History & Science: 
Dinosaur Hall

Text panels written in Braille

Touchable bronze models, petrified wood and real fossils

Torvosaurus tooth

Pointed, curved and serrated, these teeth are a lot like steak knives. Paleontologists often find single loose theropod teeth around the skeletons of dinosaurs theropods ate, suggesting that they fell out during feeding. New teeth grew in as old teeth became worn or broken.
Museum of Natural History & Science: Science Interactives Gallery

- **Heads up:** loudest gallery in MNH&S with lots of motion

Movable seating and step stools

Step stools for access for younger guests
Museum of Natural History & Science: Get Into Nature Gallery

- Sounds, smells and tactile offerings fill this nature-based exhibit gallery.

There is a wheelchair lift at the end of the ramp to help guests transition from galleries as needed.
Museum of Natural History & Science: Labs

All labs are view only
Museum of Natural History & Science: The Cave

Upper Trail is wide enough for manual wheelchair users to access and shorter than the Lower Trail to meet guests at their comfort level. The bars illustrate the tightest width in the Lower Trail.

New Braille and tactile elements

New widened egresses and additional seating
Museum of Natural History & Science: *Ice Age Gallery*

- Uneven flooring, lots of seating to rest, woodland sounds, open information kiosks for wheelchair users to engage with and dire wolves to engage with for sensory seekers in the Ice Age trail.
- New Braille & tactile elements
- Signage alerting guests to the challenges on the trail in the gallery
Museum of Natural History & Science: Ice Cave

- **Heads up:** The Ice Cave groans, is dark, feels narrow, changes temperature and the end cannot be seen at the beginning.
- There is space before and after to prepare and recoup as needed.
Museum of Natural History & Science: Neil Armstrong Space Exploration Gallery

- Sound cones
- Dark, loud theater with seven screens in the round. The Neil Armstrong show is captioned.
- Movable seating
- Tactile feeling of the “moon rock”
Museum of Natural History & Science: Additional Amenities

- Ramps throughout the museum
- Accessible buttons for the doors
- Elevator from The Cave Plaza are to the Neil Armstrong Space Exploration Gallery
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